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Rollershield Benefits 

Master Wall® manufactures the SuperiorShield Rollershield LAB to be installed as a stand-alone 

component behind approved cladding systems and Master Wall® EIFS and Cemplaster Fiberstucco 

systems. This Air and Moisture Barrier system offers several benefits including: 

- Monolithic: No laps, breaks, or holes. This feature creates a structural bond of the system and 

eliminates the risk of incidental moisture and air intrusion through laps or breaks. 

- Continuous: The structural bond of the system will not pull away due to wind or tearing which 

can cause exposure to moisture and air leakage. 

- Air and Water Barrier: The System is a fluid-applied membrane when used with flashing and 

other items create an assembly to provide an air barrier and secondary water barrier that offers 

100% coverage. . It provides a void and pinhole free surface that seals the substrate and 

protects the building.  

- Fire-Testing: This system has been tested to meet the standards of the NFPA 285 Fire Test and 

can be used on fire-resistance-rated construction assemblies.   

- Multi-Functional: Products can be used as a barrier with brick, siding, stucco, stone, and 

panels. This eliminates the need for multiple AMB systems and manufacturers. One continuous 

AMB for the exterior envelope. 

The inclusion of the SuperiorShield Rollershield LAB system also offers benefits when used with the 

Master Wall® Cemplaster Fiberstucco system. Cemplaster Fiberstucco is engineered Fiber-Reinforced 

stucco which has been tested and is backed by an independent code report. This system has been 

used on millions of square feet of construction around the world, and it offers all of the benefits of 

traditional ASTM C926 stucco, and it is backed by a manufacturer’s warranty. Other benefits include: 

- Single-Source System Warranty: Master Wall® will warrant the Rollershield LAB, Cemplaster 

Fiberstucco, Base Coat and Reinforcing Mesh (Optional), and Primecoat, and Superior Finish. 

This system would be backed by a 15-year Labor AND Material warranty from Master Wall 

Inc.®. 

- Finish Selection: Master Wall® Superior Finishes can be produced to match multiple desired 

textures and virtually endless colors. We also offer Durotone pigments for dark and special 

colors if desired. 

- Technical Support: Master Wall® offers plan reviews, specification assistance, custom details 

and shop drawings, product selection assistance, and custom samples to support the entire 

construction team, and allow a smoother construction process.  


